Applications are invited from candidates highly motivated towards Big Data Analysis for a Junior Research Fellow (JRF) post under the DST, Science and Engineering Research Board (SERB), Govt of India sponsored project entitled ‘Simulation and Modeling of Big Data Time Series’.

Eligibility:
(i) M.Tech./M.E. degree in relevant branch of Comp. Sc./Comp. Engg./Comp. Application/IT with GATE qualified OR (ii) MCA/M.Sc. (IT/CS) with UGC-NET qualified. (iii) Candidates should have a minimum of 60% (or equivalent) in graduation/post-graduation.

Desirable:
Knowledge of Mathematics/Statistics/Design and Analysis of Algorithms/Graph Theory, along with good analytical skills.

Fellowship:
Rs 25,000 per month for the first two years and Rs 28,000 per month for the rest of the year (for NET/GATE qualified candidate). For non-NET/GATE qualified candidate, salary as per the directive of DST-SERB, New Delhi.

Duration:
4 years.

Registration for Ph.D.:
Selected candidate could register for full time Ph.D. programme at CHARUSAT, Charusat Campus, Dist. Anand (by fulfilling the CHARUSAT norms and criteria).

Interested candidates can send their bio-data, either soft or hard copies, within 15 days of this advertisement to: Dr Pritpal Singh (Principal Investigator), Assistant Professor, CMPICA, CHARUSAT, Charusat Campus, Dist: Anand 388 421, Gujarat (India), e-mail: drpritpalsingh82@gmail.com.